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K\^Y
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TIE
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There axe certain figures in history

very names speak

glajTiour

AMF.RIGAH

vfho

STAIE

never die, but wtiose

and vividness and cnanr? to every generation.

Cleotiatra is one of these magic- personalities; even nore real,

perhaps, is Mary, queen of Scots.

"To

other occupant really lives

for the visitor to 'lolyrood; diary's personality pervades each
narrow hall and every barren little room.

Everyone kno^s a little

of Mary's story, and everyone longs to know Kore.

That is why

by the
each tourist listens so eagerly to the legends related
That is why each succeeding biography of Mary
Edinburgh guide.
the evidence
Stuart is read and discussed with interest, although
probably forever be
remains the same, and iDuch of the story will
Because Mary

a mystery.
biographer

^oas

seeris so baffling,

biographer after

found him
begun a study that almost invariably has

Even the
of his subject.
at the end a wholehearted champion
and jewels an enigma,
playwrights have cheerfully clothed in velvet
sinner, as the interpretation Mght
an idealisation, a saint, or a
other -en's hearts as she had
be. so that Mary Stuart might win

von theirs,
there are a number of
quite aside fron tie heroine's charr,,
in Mary, queen of Scots.
reasons for the Interest of dramatists
The girl
in her story.
TMdeniably. there are dramatic elements
-atch wits with queen Elizabeth,
of eighteen who was ask-ed to
into the bargain is
John Knox, and riost of her own noblemen
Rizzio's nurder is
certainly a fitting subject for draina.

thrilling enough for any climax.

The spiritual and tenmera^^ental
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contrast of the two queens offers great possibilities to a
dransatist.

The dramatic manner of Mary* a death has appealed

to dramatists who sensed here a tragedy that could "purify the

soul throa^h pity and fear," as well as to those who wished
to glorify a Catholic martyr,
A number of religious plays have been written about Mary,

particularly in Catholic countries, soon after her death.

Only a few have been written on a nationalistic

therae.

The

great raajority have been the story of a cliarming woman who
sinned or was greatly sinned against, or a woman

v;ho

has

become invested with "the sanctity of misfortune and the
1.

consecration of suffering."
-fORK

PREVIOUSLY VOM. IH THIS ^lELD

sunirjarized
In 1907, a Gernan scholar, Dr. Karl Kipka,

Mary Stuart's drawatic career up to that

tiine.

He has

hundred and forty items.
corapiled a bibliography of about one
school and folk drama,
He be-ins with plays of the Catholic
Pra-ue. 1644, and at
including the drama of the Jesuits at
"Mary
and the Tyrol folk dramas, 1749-1302.

Tieuburs.

1702,

includes the plays
Stuart in the draina of the Renaissance"
Christophorus Kormart, 1673.
of Joost van Vondel, 1646,
Spanish
Tfeder "Mary Stuart in
and Johannes Rierner, 1679.
Seventeenth Century." Kipka includes
and Italian drarra of the
Msria B stuarda
la
Maria Stuart of Manuel de aallegos,
Diamante, and La Iferia Stuarda
(c. 1660) of Juan Bavtista

Re^

im Drama, p. 5
1. Ki75ka, Maria Stuart
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Re^^lna di Scotia e d 'InRhilterra . vvritten by Horatio Celli

Prench drama has contributed to Mary Stuart

in 1665,

literature Rejjnault, Marie Stuard . Reyne 1 'Ecosse
and Boursault, Marie Stuart
"(Jerrnanic Dra^na of the

.

1683,

.

1639,

Kipka includes under

Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries"

the English as well as the German plays of this period.

He

lists here Banks's A lbion Queens. 1684, John St, Jolin's

Mary . Queen of Soots

.

1789, Francklin's Mary ,

(lueen of

Scots .

1770, Speis8*s Marie Stuart, 1784, a Hajnburg puppet play in

1770,

After a chapter on Schiller and one on Vittorio

Alfieri, Kipka concludes his book with a chapter entitled

"Retrospect and Prospect* in which he considers such dramatists
as Swinburne, Michael Field, and Robert Blake,

WORK DONE IN PHBPAHATIOH FOR THIS PAPER
As indicated in my bibliography, my reading has been of

three types.

I

have read historical background irsaterial,

principally biographies of Mary, ^ueen of Scots,
plays about Mary,
^'ith those

Q;ueen of Scots,

written in English,

I

I

have read

concerning myself chiefly

have read critical comment on

English and Araerican plays,
.TUSTIFIGATIOH FOR
In naking this study,

?1AKIJI(}

I

THIS STUDY

have atterapted to supplement

Kipka 's bibliography and to bring it up to date, as far as
the draKia in England and America i^ concerned.

I

have also

terms
attempted to study aaalytically Mary Stuart's history in
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of the drama in English,

This study has seemed to show that although Mary Stuart

has T5ervaded drainatic consciousness in England and America

over a r)ericd of two hundred and fifty years, her story has
not justified the faith of playwrights in it,

mi^OD PROPOSED
In presenting this hypothesis, I shall divide the plays

in English into t'oree groups: those not acted,

those not acted

with notable success, and those successfully acted.
considerins the actable plays,

I

In

shall show that the draniatic

to so niany
appeal of Mary«s personality, so irresistible
of
is apparently overbalanced by a number

draniHtists.
draiijatic

difficulties in her career.

DEFIinTION 0? TERMS
Stuart on the English
have included in wy study of Mary
Schiller's Maria
and American stage one foreign play,
and successfully in
because it has been played repeatedly
Until fe-xwell
translation in both England m& America.
alinost certainly the
Anderson's play, Schiller's drazna was
I

St^.

roost

widely known Mary Stuart play in

I

1

Affierica.

to Professor Rand of
wish to give very sincere thanlcs

<?^>,iiipr'8 is the only

ilrlSil

mentioned in Coad
13.
0.929); Bee also below, p.

Mary Stuart

i^lajr

Massaoh-usetts Stnte College for assistance in discoTering

and correlating material, to Professor Allardyce Nicoll of
Yale Ifnirersity for inforraation that he has given me, to
Mr. Basil ^ood, librarian of Massachusetts Stane College,

for his cooperation in obtaining a number of books,
SUPPLEI£S?TT TO "^ORK 0^
I

KIPKA

hare found evidence of seven plays, published or

presented in English previous to 1907, not included in
John Presland (Mrs. Gladys

Kipka's bibliograpliy.

Skelton) published in London in 1810 a play entitled
1.

Mary , ^een of Scots .

The Abbot , or Mary of Scotland ,

novel. The
an adaptation by Henry Roxby Beverly of Scott 's
September,
Abbot was presented at Tottenham Court Theatre in

1820.

^*

Another adaptation of the same novel, the anonymous

at the
Mary of Scotland or Heir of Avenel was presented

Anthony Street Theatre,

WeTv

York, May 17,1B21.

BothrTgil,

A
London in 1871.
by J.Redding Tare, was published in
was given at the
play by W.-J.Wills, ^sc, Queen of Scots,
revived four years
Lyceum. London, January 8, 1870, ^and
*
An adaptation by Lewis
later at the Princesses Theatre.
first played at the
Wingfield of Schiller's Maria Stuart was
Court Theatre, October 9, ISBO.^'

Mar^t Stuaxt.

m

skit on ancient melodram,
Qf Misfortune, described as -a

October 17, 1893.
was presented at the Strand,
of
1. Halkett and Lain^, 2iotl_onaar
2.

tfliTHS^ft^fli£

AnonjEOUs^ Pseudon^

the Stage, ..156
ISlter Scottla Novels on

Theatre. p.l275
JoiS'kiker, B-:s Sio in the
I:

?nTae Stage Cyclcoedia

of Plays
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ENGLISH BIBLIOaRAPHY

TO DATE

BROlIGflT HP

I have found seven plays written in

English since 1907,

John Drinkwater *8 Mary Stuart was presented In

Hev?

York in

Ada Sterling, also in 1921, published an adaptation

1921,

In 1922 appeared a Mary of Scots by

of Schiller *s play.

John Carlos Kennedy Peterson, In 1929, a one-act play about

Mary Stuart, entitled A Greater ?awer,
Halifax.

v/as

published in

There were two ^iry Stuart plays in 1933: one the

well known Mary of Scotland by Haxwell Anderson, the other
In the following year,

End and Berlin ninp. . by John Masef ield.
Queen

of.

Scots by Gordon Daviot
PLAYS IH

?/as

S13(}LISTI I^OT

produced in linden,

ACTED

Still, Mary Stuart's story has not seeraed to fulfill its

promise to the playwrights.

There Is no evidence, for example,

that the following tweaty-five plays were ever acted:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
a.

9,
10,
11,
12,
13,
14,
15,
16,
17,
18,

An unfinished olay by Philip, Duke of Wharton
^'^'^^
Thomas Francklin, Mary, ^ueen of ScoM.
1792
Mary Deverell, Ifetry . Queen of Scots
1801
Jar-es arahame, Mary Stewart . S^uesn of Scots,
a dramatic
Stuart,
Mary
Miss Elizabeth Wright Eacauley,
representation, 1823
Maxy Russell Mitf ord, Mary , queen of Soots,, 18ol
A.C. Swinburne, Cliaste lard. 1865
J. Re ding ^are, Bothwell, 1871
W.D, Scott Moncrieff , ^fary. S^eea of Scots, 18 ?2
A.C, Swinburne, Bothwell, 1874
Violet Fane, Anthony Babingt on. 1876
A.C.SvTinburne, Mary Stuart, IBS!
David Riccio . by the author of (Jinevra, 188^
1883
'dha^eB Qulland, Elizab eth of gA^^land.,
1885
Botlnvell,
Major General Jo^in '^atts De Peyster,
1884
M. quinn, Mary Q,ue3n of Scots.
Michael Field, The Tragic |ferx,
Robert Blake, Mary Queen of Scots, 1894
.

.

.
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19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

David flraham, Ricclo 1898
CTiarles uulland, Queea MBxy and Darn ley . 1902
N.S.Shaler, The R ival 'Queens . 1903
Ada Sterling, Mary , queer) of Soots, 1921
J.C.K. Peterson, Ttory of Scot s. 1922
T.Treen, A Grreater Powe r 1929
John Masefield, End and Be:.zinning . 1933
.

.

PLAYS

I2T

BT^ILISH ACTED

^THOUT NOTABLE SUCCESS

Several, moreover, of the plan's that were acted apparently

met with scant success,

^iary . ."^ueen of. Scots,

Theatre in March,
John, for example, appeared at the Drury Lane
1789,

distinguished:
Two menitoers of the cast, at least, were

Kemble
Siddons playe<? the part of Mary and John Philip
Jaxnes Boaden tells us that the
was the original Norfolk.
of the^heroine and
tragedy "however feeDle, from the charms
'
A conteznporary
times."
her representative (was) acted several
had a most powerful
theatrical journal remarks that "it
the first night, but with every
support from the audience of
excellect acting, will
assistance of scenes, dresses and
'
Apparently the prophecy
probably never be po-oular,"
and
Oenest records nine performances,
was justified.
play - (St. John) has taken
informs us that "it is a moderate
of queen Mary and with
considerable pains with the character
the^part of Norfolk are good
success - so.e speeches in
*
4- ^,,n «
After that, we hear no
Ai^^e^
the rest of the play is dull.

llrs.

.

more about it,
or
Murray's Mar^. Sasen of Sooia

32ia

SasSEe fxoE LochlSie»

suggested by Scott's novel. The Abbot

,

fared a little better.

It was first produced as an afterpiece in Edinburgh in 1825

and \ms revived at the London OlyiBpic in 1831 with Miss Poote

playing the part of

Llary,

This was a very gorgeous performance.

carved
Madawe Vestris, the maiiager, set the stage with solid
windOT7S,
f\irniture, carpets, and realistic stained glass
oak

all Stamped with the royal Stuart axras.

This time,

Mafiy

called 01 YTnpic
Queen of Scots sliared the program with a play
for
In the course of the run, Eurray's play was
Revels.
Murray's play inay have
soiBe reason taken off the bill.^'
Lochleven that was
been the mxz Stuart or the_Cast|e of
*
After this, at all
presented at Drury Lane in 1850.
It was, however, for
events, it disappears fron) London.
Scottish stock con,pa^ies. apparently
some time a favorite axfons
Sa^ndy
offered by the co.ic role of
because of the opportunities
.

3.

Macfarlane.

^

TWO Other dran-atlzatlons

"of The

msl «>et

with less

m.

Beverly, entitled
ascrlbod to Henry Roxby
as a 'serious, .eloof Sootlau^ an* described
or
'appeared at the Totte,*a.
ara^atlo. historical burletta"
we know
succ
iQOA
,
Of its success,
1820.
Court Theatre in September,

^

aueces..

Or.e.

^

86
riPatres o^ the XIX Century , p.
.
I
T««t
LosJ-.iiS^^^^
LondonJls
1. Sherson,
„
9
«pe The Stam. ny-clor.edia
Edinburgh
of
^layed in Bath,
DibdiPTT
3
known
not
Abbot badly
kv^^^tly
is
aovt.x of Trr--.—
t: ft
1
Tno7«'»TVip -niece was Scott S
T
Which
.

.

IX, 401.

5. White, p. 156
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only that •eoamendation is lacking in the usual •ourcee of
1.

An anonyreous version of

^

drairatl.c critieisr?.

was liven cm Kay IB

i'i),

T^ie

Abbot

1S21, in the Anthony Street Tha^re,

"This effort,* we hear, "fell flat,*

Se^ York,

Mary Stuart by

Jso^^es

Haynes opened on January 22, 1840,

at Brury Lane, with Macready In the leading role of Ruthven.
(SSary

is soiswhat subordinated in this play;

tJie

conflict is

that of nolitical idealism as represented by authven,

op!>osei4.

The

to entre.iched political por?er as represented by rlizzio.)

play had a run of tt^eaty rerf orrrjances, but "ceuinot

liave

been

orofi table, since at the end of February Hansond (the producer)

failed ford^SOao,"
at the Parle
In the saine year, this play was presented

Theatre.

!fe^

York.

-It t^s repeated a few Uises,- we read,

•but did not survive the season."

It is interesting to

'

that of Bulwer-Iyttoa'a
compare the success of this nlay ^ith
performed by
the title role of which ^as also

aiehli^.

Iteoready,

tlises
He ap: eared in tiiis at least sixty-eight

In London.

so
?roB the first perf ormnoe, the public was

enthusiastic

tl^at

for tiuree months no new draisatic effort

was required of Macready's company.

*

In Kew York, R^chl^eu

Macready, but with
Taa triumphantly successful not only with
Richlieu.
Booth, 7^y?ln Forrest and Robert Man tell as

'Dell, >^aals s£ the £ew Y£0
I; So^^S
ii^roinent Aotors, p.l'^-J
Archer,
3, "^illias
York ^>ta3e,
4, Ireland, Records of Hew
5, Archer, 1P«1^„-

270
^ oq oa 9if«
ta^s. T)n.B9,94,215?,
il See Coad and

St^l.

595

"
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No more ST>ectacular than

success of Haynes*s play was

ttie

that of Mary . ^ueen of Soots by W.G.Wills which opened at the
Lyoeutr.

Jnauary 8, 1870, and

at the Princess's,

revived February 2o, 1874,

v/as

We are told that Wills 's verse was
1«

"mostly of the -oedestrian sort

.

.

,

level and raonotonous,

which may in part explain why this play was not more enthusiastically received.

Sir Johnston 7orbes-Robertson, who

played the part of Chastelard, has recorded that this

i^-as

"purely a theatrical play and hardly convincing,"

At all

3.

events, it was soon withdrawn,
in
Drinkwater's Marx Stuart , which apneared in Hew York

audience or
1921, met with little approval from either
critics.

Tlie

latter criticized especially Drinkwater's

made it
writing in one act and a prologue, since he

seein

that

troubles in the prologue
the raodern peoole who discuss their
Mary Stuart. One reviewer
were his real interest, rather than
not fulfilled
complains that the prologue raises expectations
it merely as injudicious;
in the play itself !* another describes
suspects the prologue of
Alexander Woolcott declares that he
*
Ludwig Lewisohn says
having been written by soi^eone else!
and^a necessary sense of
that the play itself "lacks vitality
*
Although the
progression towards some eulroination. «
acting, we are told, of
playr^iS^t was iinportant, and the

I:

^Ls^of§Sl^e^Ro^efts^

A

Fla^

April 3, 1921, II, 2:4
Review, 4. u22
5. O.-ni'-irkins, Weekly
VII, 1:1
6. N.Y.Times, April 3,1921.

I:

7,

Nation (New York), 112:565

Three Reigns, p.5.

- 11 1.

the play was withdrawn after a

distinguished merit,
of forty r)erf or!i)ances«

mn

It raust have been a disappointment

to Mr.Drinkwater, who >iad seen the popularity of Abraham

Lincoln extend through 193 performances,
Gordon -Daviot's

Q,ueen of Soots,

which was played in London

in 1934, does not lay itself open to quite such pointed
criticisia.

The reviewers susgsst roerely that a quiet play

about Mary is rather a contradiction in terras and

tliat

the

uncouthness of her times is not aufficiently emphasized,
3.

Again, the acting is highly praised.

Mr. Allardyce isTiooll,

however, considers the play relatively unimportant,
SUCaSSSFDL PLAYS
A(iain3t this collection of failures and half successes,

three Mary Stuart ola^s stand out in startling contrast,

Banks's Albion Q.ueens had, for the eighteenth century, a very
respectable number of oerf or.Dances.

It was quite a favorite

eight performances,
in its first season, 1703-1704, being accorded

more than any other tragic play in that season.

It was played

three times in
once in the following year, once in 1728-1729,
*
It was also played at Drury Lane, March 2,1723;
1738-1739.

April 5, 1750, May 13.1766,
at Covent (Jarden, September 30, 1734.
November 23, 1815,
April le, 1773, May 20,1779; and at Bath.

1.
2.

v^eekly Review,

4:or.4

a
^ io-^a ^ -^m
^Y.Tines, July 14. X, 1:3; Contemp. . Sept.l9o4,p.301
for that season. Eighteenth

t iS^^HiSLllv^sligures
Draria p.56
Century

.

5, Ibid, t)p, 56-58
6. Genest, index, vol, X,

v

Ho.
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We hear of it in

Neiv

York on the tweaty-fifth of Fe"bruary, 1754,

of which performance we read that the works of Banks "drew more

tears even from judicious audiences than the works of better
1.

writers,"

Another evidence that it was well known to theatre

goers of its time is that it was one of the nlays ridieided in
2,

Tom

ThuiTi"b

the Great .

Its Too-nularity compares favorably witii
3.

sucn plays as Banks's Unhappy favorite and Otways The Orplian.
4

Schiller's Maria Stuart has had an international reputation.
On June 14, 1801, it was played first at Weimar, where the

audience declared it "the most beautiful tragedy ever presented
5.

on the German boards,*

Madame de

Sta,el

characterised it as
6.

"the most moving and methodical of all German tragedies,"

Its

career in London began December 14, 1819, when it appeared at
the Covent Garden Tlieatre and was played three times,

The

part of Mortimer was acted by Charles Kemble, the Sari of
7,

The

Leicester by Macready, Mary Stuart by Miss Macauley.
8,

scaffold, we road, was exhibited '*with good effect."

It

apparently took some years, however, for Englishmen really to

relish Schiller's easy invention of English history and his
dark piotiire of Queen Elizabeth,

In 1873, at the Opera Comique,

East Strand, Adelaide Histori appeared in some of her famous
roles "including Queen Elizabeth, Mary Stuart, and the sleep1. George 0. Seilharaer, History of the American Theatre . 17491774, p. 59
2. Nicoll, XVIII Cent, (1700-1750; ,p,264
3. In those seasons for which Nicoll gives statistics, Albion
Queens had 13 T)erf orrnances. Unhappy Favorite . 11, Tae Orphan
15,XgIII Cent. '(1700-1750), pp56-58
4. Klpka notes perf orinances in Vienna, Prague, Mo scow,
354
5. raomas. Lif e and Works jof Friedrich Schiller, p.
6. Ibid
7. Genest, IX, 49
8. Ibid

- 13 1.

talking scene

frori

Macbeth,"

As we are told in almost the

next sentence that nothing lasted very long at this theatre,
v?e

asfjiame

that her success was not spectacular.

Seven years

later, however, Madame Modjeska, playing in London a combination
of two Schiller translations: Mellish and Fanny Kenble, reached
2.

It was not such a record as

nearly a hundred performances.
that attained by
took

Rjip

Jos'='r)h

Jefferson a few years before when he

Van Winkle to ILondon - that was played 170

but it was still a run of whiGh
Schiller's Mary Stuart on the

We first hear of

to be proud.

ilinerican

tiroes -

stage when, on Decercber

13, 1829, Mrs, Duff played Ma,ry Stuart in Boston.

Rachel,

Mrs, Lander, Adelaide Ristori, Madame Janauchek and Madame
4.

Modjeska all played in Boston re-)ertoires includimj Maix Stuart .
Of the period 1893-1896 in New York, Willian;' Winter writes that

one outstanding play of the season was RiD Van Winkle with
Jose-nh Jefferson, that "Modj eska was the osmosure of all eyes
5.

in Mary Stuart.

Maxwell Anderson's Ifejy

jof

Scotland with Helen Hayes also

received an ovation from its first ni^ht audience.

Gilbert aabr3elJ"The audience suspected, as
6,

3een a most beautiful play."
"a play of incomparable vigor

extraordinary stature,

«

arid

^

I

Wrote

had, tlmt we'd

liiaes described it as

beauty

a draisa of

And its T)ODularity was no

Sherson, p. 255
aia atk.
pp. 414-415
Igroressions
2. Helene M. Modjeska, HSIIinrig^
Ireland, Mrs, I>af . p. 101
sl J.
1854-1901
History of .the Bos tog
sJe Totrmkin;
4
^chard Majisfie^, 1,228
5. William' '"inter. Life and
as Seea Si Its Critics,
Theatre
6. Moses and Brovm.^i Asericaji

1.

i:;^KW:

^^tre,

Mi

1752-1934, p. 318
7. !I.Y. Tiroes . Dec. 3, 1933, IX, 5:1
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moinentary thing.

It far surpassed the record of Elizabeth

the ^ueen which had run well past its subscription period with

147 performances,

Mary of Scotland was played in New York

248 times before it was taken on the road.

APPEAL OF MARY'S PERSONALITY
One does not have long to wonder why so many dramatists

were intrigued to write about Mary Stuart.

,

Personally, she

is quite as charming as Camille; quite as worthy as Cleopatra
of the interest of a Shakespeare,

mixture of frailty and strength.

She is a most attractive

Her charm is undeniable.

She may and may not have been strikingly beautiful; her
1.

personality was irresistible.

She was intelligent and

well educated, but by no means an intellectual at heart.

Although she learned languages, she never became so formidably
expert in them as did Elizabeth,

She was keenly conscious

affairs
of her position as sovereign, keenly interested in
sit for
of state, yet this surprisingly varied woman would

hours patiently sewing in her council while her advisers
talked.

At times, she would put affairs aside completely,

where
perhaps to retire for a round of golf at St. Andrews,
2.
She was
would mention not a word of politics.
she

and
extremely vivacious and fun-loving; in music, dancing,

horsemanship, she excelled,
1. Heale. ^ueen Elizabeth . p. 110
Stuart .P»i^'=^
2. Parry, The Persecution of Mary

- 15 -

It would seem that even John Knox saw Mary*s charm, though
1.

"In communication with

he called it "devilish fascination."
her," he remarks,

•'I

espied such craft as

2.

such age."

The description

Isy

I

have not found in

one Nicholas White of Mary

in captivity shows what must have "been the chaxm that could
transcend age and failure: "Beside that she was a goodly

personage, and yet in truth not comparable to our sovereign,
accent,
she had withal an alluring grace, a pretty Scottish

and a searching wit, crowdei with mildness

.

.

.

Then joy is

persuasions to
a lively infective sense and carrieth many
the heart which ruleth all the rest.

Mine own affection

thereby
by seeing the queen's majesty is doubled, and

guess what sight might work in others."

I

In prison,

"she

exhibited
was worshipped by her household and invariably

aimiability and
toward this small group of retainers an
among
sweetness of temper as charming as it was unique
4.

crowned heads.
dynamic
Her amazing courage alone would make her a
powerful,
Against any adversary, no matter how
heroine.
Without hesitation, ahe took up arms
she never lost heart.
the lords at Carberry
against the rebel Moray; alone she faced
she lacked was a champion
Hill, while Bothwell retreated; all
If, as Stefan Zweig says, her
to defy even Elizabeth.
1. Gorman. Scottish '^ueen . p. 138
tm«.«iI
from the Accession of
I. PnlTLd^-HiitSHF
VI to the Death of Elizabeth . p. 16

2:^land

t,:

^rman,p.4"^4
Ibid, pp. 449-450

m^A
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only the more
courage came only in flashes. * that makes her
defeat
The fact that she apparently never accepted
human.
the drainatist at
except as a challenge to victory gives
a heroine who could
once a lady in very great distress and

be a positive dramatic force.
Beyond this, however,

Ifery

has as many personalities as

interpret her. We have
there are people who have tried to
Graheii>4s pure Scottish
Swinburne's sensuous Mary opposed to
petulant (^ueen.who complains that
ideal, and to Drinkwater's
We have Schiller's
worthy.
ehe cln find no lover sufficiently
Mary who never could have sinned.
repentant sinner, and Banks's
sovereign personality; Haynes's
Drinkwater's play suggests a
powerless
the s^e period, shows us a
precisely
with
dealing
play,
the compelling force.
victimized Mary with Ruthven
Mary's biographers axe also
The conflicting theories of
matter of ^^y's religion.
Take, for instance, the
confusing.
enlightened
picture of an advanced,
Dakers ^ires us a pretty
Catholic herself, with equal
sincere
a
although
who,
woman
aorman informs us
tolerance.
sincerity advocated religious
apparently
with the Pope in an
that Mary was corresponding
Catholicism in Scotland.
sincere endeavor to reestablish
correspondence was purely a
this
that
us
assures
Henderson
convinced that in entering
political move.'- Linklater is

Scotlag and

the Isles,p.265

1. Zweig. Mari.Slieen ol
2ueen,p.29
2. Dakers,^e
t iq8-199
3. Gorman. p. 247
Scots.I.iy»
of c.«„+b
4. Henderson. MgBL.SSieen

Tra^
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upon it, Mary was guilty of certain duplicity.
sliows us that

Kiss Bowen

Mary was so far from wishing Catholicism as a

state religion the she put to death forty-eight priests and

impeached a Bishop for the practice of their religion.

Every biographer has his story with regard to the marriage
of Mary and the Sari of Bothwell.

Compulsion, fear, passion,

desire for protection - even a desire to conciliate Bothwell

- -

these with a multitude of variations have "been suggested as

motives for Mary's marriage with the Border Earl.

The volumes

forward to prove
of conflicting evidence that have been brought
make
Mary guilty or not guilty in the death of Darnley almost
a library in themselves.

Svery Mary is pictured, from the traditional, passionate
«f emme f atale,

"

in love with everyone, to a woman who "in her

but twice
forty-five years had caught at the semblance of love
bitter in her mouth"
and each time the after-taste had been
moment of passionate
or a woman who "for the sake of one rich
power, and
accomplishment ... was capable of risking kingdom,
4.

sovereign dignity."

DRAMATIC DIFFICULTIES IN MARY'S CAREER
almost iir.possible to
This conflicting evidence makes it
It
picture of Mary.
say what is and what is not a true
different circumstances,
would seem that, placed in a little
It is certain
heroine.
she would make an excellent dramatic
of Scots,p.53
1. Linklater, HaDL._2li§en
land, p. 9 6
Scot
of
2. Bowen, Mary . (Ineen
3. Gorman, p556
4. Zweig, p. 78
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dramatic difficulties in her career that make unjustifiable
the interest of so many dramatists in her story.

For her

though it
career as it stands - thrilling stage inaterial
to drainatic
appears upon the surface - proves less well fitted
more closely.
treatment, as we shall see when we examine it

UNHISTORIC ELERtSHTS

THS THRES SUCCESSFUL PLAYS

the three successful
It is interesting first to note that
in Mary's personality,
plays mentioned above, completely absorbed

Most striking
career.
take a great many liberties with her
three plays, and these alone of
of all is the fact that these
introduced a meeting between
the plays in this group, have
which, of course, never took
Mary and Elizabeth - a meeting
invention
The spirit that prompted this
place in history.
These three
of the situation.
is, I think, the keynote
the courage to strengthen
drLatists have had the perception and
Mary's story, thus achieving a
some of the weak links in
unity.
simplification of x^lot and dramatic
1. BAITKS

attempt to observe the unities,
Banks, apparently in an
hours
where she remains for a few
^rinss Mary to ^^itehall.
fashion.
offstage in approved Grecian
until She meets her death
she had been
at Fotheringhay, where
executed
was
actually
Mary
This invention
before her death.
months
five
for
imprisoned
The Duke of Norfolk.
other inventions.
to
leads
Banks's
of
met Mary, makes
and who never really
Who was executed in 1572,
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love to her here while Elizabeth hovers in the wings. Elizabeth

has him put to death a few hours before she is persuaded to
sign Mary* 3 death warrant.

Not only do the two queens meet

in this play; at the climax, they fall into each other's arms,
and one might almost hope for a complete reconciliation, had
1*

not the tragic denouement been given away in the subtitlB.

Mary's memory is completely vindicated, before the final
curtain, by the arrival from Scotland of positive proof of

Morton's guilt,
?.

SCHILLER

Schiller was concerned with writing a tragedy about a

protagonist who was a prisoner, and therefore unable to make
2,

any decision that would control her fate.

He therefore set

about creating an illusion that Mary's destiny might be changed.
Mortimer,
To do this, he invented from whole cloth a character,

who is represented as the nephew of Mary's jailer, and a
Queen.
religious fanatic who is infatuated with the Scottish

^

her to n,^' ^
While plotting to murder Elizabeth, he is chosen by
no less a
murder Mary. Mary's cause is supporte- also by
influence to
person thaA the Sari of Leicester, who uses his
park at Fotheringhay,
bring about a meeting of the queens in the
and passionate
Here it is made to seem that Mary's spiteful
prisoner must
outburst causes Elizabeth's decision that her
die.

rides back to
An attempt on Elizabeth's life as she

intrigues of Leicester
London leads to the discovery of the
the
Leicester manages to throw the guilt of
and Mortimer.
Mari, SJieen of Scots
The Albion Queens or The Death of
was the title,
2. Thomas, p. 359

1.
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whole sorry affair upon Mortimer, but regrets that he has
failed Mary as he neets her most dramaticeilly, but again most
unhistorically, as she walks to her execution.
3.

MAX"^LL

ANDERSON

After an examination of this fabrication, it would at

first seem that Maxwell Anderson had stayed very close to
history.

Besides the meeting of the two queens, he has

deviated from history in only one important respect: he has

pictured the love of Mary and Bothewll as a force that
sv/ept throiigh her life

from her earliest days in Scotland

until she was queen of only a few faithful servants.

Bothwell,

biographers
whom even the most scandal -mongering of Mary's
her second
scarcely mention until well after the time of
before she even
marriage, here is shown as an urgent suitor
Bothwell. who is said to have had three
considers Darnley.
other than Mary,
wives at oace,^* here not only has no wife
love of his life. Sven
but apparently she is the only real
of her own,
Elizabeth in this pla^, though with purposes
This Bothwell
husband.
suggests Bothwell as Mary's second
given up everything for
does not desert the queen who has
Denmark, he fights for
Instead of escaping ignobly to
him.
victory
waits in Carlisle for his
Maxy in Scotland, while she

and her release.
as well as the visit
The visit of the Scottish lords,
So also
Carlisle is unhistoric.
of Elizabeth to MBxy at

1.

-rrie^
B^n^^

may have been
Besides Lady ^-e Gordon, he Janet
to
Danish Anne throndsson and Mystery,
ita±^
Lang,
Lady of Branxholme.

^^^^
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is the solitary confinement to which Mary is condemned at

the end of the play.

Certain of her followers accompanied

her even to the scaffold; her hcusehold was a very real
expense to the English state.
1.

POLITICAL COMPLICATIONS IN SCOTLAND

By these inventions, and by certain modifications,
these dramatists have avoided several of the dramatic

pitfalls in Mary's actual career.

Not the least of these

century Scottish
18 the complicated chsjacter of sixteenth
problems
It is difficult to understand Mary's
politics.
her courtiersScotland without knowing something about
in

these rude Scottish nobles.
if such a name can be applied to
Ruthven, Huntly.
of Lethington. Morton,

Moray. Maitland

warring interests threatened
Arran are a few of those whose
consistent an
of them maintained so
None
Mary.
engulf
to
one could say at the rise
attitude toward his Queen that
antagonistic
man will be friendly - or
of the curtain: "That
The Hamiltons. of which
play."
to Mary throughout the
for Maxy
the head, fought bravely
was
.^ran
of
Earl
Clan the
to marry the
they won, they planned
had
but
Langside,
at
*
rr
Sarlv in her reign,
^'^^V
Hainilton.
John
queen off to Lord
irorediate advisers,
v,^^
iri-n hpr imr
kidnar) her, kill her
they had plotted to
in
X Ti„ unbalancea
„«-haianGed Arran and reign
mentally
the
marry her to
imprisoned in Lochleven,
'//hen she was
stead.^'
laer

1. Henderson
2. Parry, pp.

H,

488-491
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they had at first planned to kill her.

Maitland of

failing
Lethington apparently stood staunchly by Mary»s
He was the last noble of note to remain at
fortunes.
*
He, together with
court after the Bothv/ell marriage.
Mary's last
Kircaldy of (Jrange, held Edinburgh castle,
she was imprisoned
outpost in Scotland, for years after
reign.
But in the early years of Mary's
in England.
He
associated with Moray.
Lethington ^aa all too closely
Such
Riccio conspiracy.
was certainly involved in the
apparent
Of course, she had a few
were her friends.
consistently antagonistic - such
friends who were rather
but who
knew all about ^everything,
as Moray, who always
alibi.
always had an incontestable
2.

-POREI^H GOMPLIGATIOnS

'

considered, the
the time are to be
If the .blitics of
hardly be
monarchs in Scotland can

interest of foreign

If Mary .atried the
This was mainly religious.
Carlos, would
as for instance Don
tlorone.
Catholic
^eir to a
r.se7
Scotl^d the courage to
in
Catholics
the
that give
that have the
Catholic Barnley. would
the
marrie.
..en Mary
Protestant
-.^ it merely
cry
mf^relv crystallize
would
oi
result,
same
these
least interested of
the
Not
«uu
,r.f
her?
.ler^
eatiroent against
se
e
..r ..o. w.o. Xur
.eve.
.U^.et..
.„on..=.s .a. .ueen
m
her in the
a.sas.in .l.Ht attac.
Cat.oUo
.ear t.at_.o.a

ignored.

II.
1. Henderson,
2. Linklater.p.llS
289
3, Gorman, p.
21
4, Lang, p.
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interest of Mary queen of Scots, who once had been proclaimed

the rightful queen of Snsland.

Our dramatist must decide

antagonists
what part this most powerful of Mary's many
place in
played in the deeds of violence that were taJcing
with Mary
Scotland. Was she merely a politiciaa dealing
supplying all of
herself, or as Parry suggests, was she
gold to further an
Mary's Scottish enemies with English
'
Maxwell Anderson chooses to simplify
English policy?
T,ersonal differences of
his story by forgetting all the
suggesting that they all, together
the Scottish lords, and by
control of Elizabeth. Banks
with John Knox, were under the
Scottish period altogether. Both
and Schiller avoid this
completely
of the two queens almost
of them maKe the rivalry
allows a personal element to
personal. Maxwell Anderson
A drax^atist who
political rivalry.
a
vividly
very
color
the plots and counterplots
attempted to consider honestly
whose
Mary's time was Mr.Swinburne,
that were the politics of
career
this .ortion of Maxy's
encyclopedic Both3-ll covers
scope of
scenes - hardly within the
in 532 pages and 60
attempts
RlX^
Shaler,who in
^.
dra^a.
.tameable
does not
on a political pla^e.
purely
rivalry
the
to iceep

^

interesting.
succeed in being very
3.

ELIZABETH

side,
rivalry on *e one
Mtter
their
all
X„ a.ite or
Mary and Elizabeth failed to
because of It on the other.
^

1, T)al<ers, p. 34
2. Parry, p. 246
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meet.

This in itself is an almost insur^erable obstacle

faitriful to history.
to the dramatist who would remain

How can he write a t.^eatrically effective

pla^^

when his

ty.'o

All
the stage?
main characters never appear tojether upon
the three successful
the dramatists in this study except
of

historical
and other
ones resort to letters, ambassadors
That Banks. Schiller and tocwell
but undramatic devices.
meeting of the queens
Anderson have gained by inventing a
immediately dominates the play.
is obvious in that this scene
plays it is definitely the climax;
In Banks »9 and Schiller »s
probably the most
Scotland, it is the final and
in Mary; of

effective scene.

But

ever, if

the queens meet.

atlU

there ie a proWer,.

picture of «ary
to us, gives us a
The story, as It has =o»e
«ith BlLabeth the affirmative
always on the defensive,
own subjeots,
po»=r, not only over her
had
Sli^abeth
foree.
little
'
-ary's sovereignty was
too.
'.arys
of
some
over
,ut
supposedly equal
B^en when she was on
„„re than nominal.''

Mary
^ould ai.a.eth gra.t
^ould
meet.
she and .li.abeth
not
Could
a safe-oonduot.
since she was the
her as suooessor,
name
Sllzaheth
not
in his
James Boaden says
v,,wo,r<?
As
as Jame
rightful successor anyway?
this
inherent difficulty of
"The
Siddons
Sxddons,
^
Memoirs of Mrs.

,r»ted or withheld them.

^

*

T^&^^r^S^^^C^ -wTar^;
3. Henderson,

H,

448
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by the
story to an Englisl-unan is the attention demanded
Mary of Scotland is not quite the person
rival queens
of our glorious
whom I should select to hlight the fame
Somehow it offends our sense of drainatio
Elizabeth."''"

play consistently a
values to have the heroine of our
Banks solves the problem by
suppliant to someone else.
at the mercy of Elizabeth's
picturing Elizabeth and Mary both
who defies an
Schiller sho^s a woman of spirit
ministers.
Anderson's Elizabeth also
almost inhuman queen Elizabeth.
villain directs the whole action,
is a villain, and if the
against
very pluclcy queen of Scotland
we see only that it is a
Drinkwater
stacked.
Whom the cards are so heavily
..ith
even in Mary's encounter
Elizabeth never appears; yet
'

queen is by
we feel that the English
ambassador
.n.liBh
the
we
In the t^ee plays where
force.
far the more positive
Mary's personal
together, we can weigh
see the two queens
all the might
of the woman who had
those
against
qualities

en her side.
4-.

ATTRITION

represents a long and dreary
Mary Stuart's story

when
sense,, its cliinax came
one se
Scotland, and
of .ran.e and
.ueen
old.
year.
3He wa. .ixteea
of England.
Oatnollc .orld. *.een
loyal
a
proclaimed,
almost f.o. t.e
a pluc>cy. .ut
was
Scotland
in
Her career

+
period of wearing out.

326
1, Boaden, p.

In
m
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first, a losing fight against forces that had proved too

powerful for one after another of

l^y

Stuart's ancestors.

that would
Her one chance for security lay in a marriage
to Knox, to
have been at once acceptahle to F.lizaheth,
Klary herself
Moray, to the Scottish people and to

would have been a miracle.

-

and that

After she chose the woithleas

until her downfall.
Darnley, it was only a matter of time
two important victories
She had even then, it is true,
of Scotland, and when she
when she drove the rebel Moray out
But she drove Moray, it
outwitted the Riccio conspirators.
Later, after
the border.
must be remembered, only to
and given him refuge for some
Elizabeth had heard his story
later
The exiled Riccio conspirators
months, he came back.
Scotland after a
When Mary was driven from
came back too.
and flight
suspicion and imprisonment
story of murder and
She was still
there .as no returning.
her
for
defeat,
and
been rapid.
the denouement had
fax
so
twenty.five;
only
unutterably weary
out into nineteen
But then it lengthened
any
nothing happened that in
.ears when absolutely
Scotland.
the onetime r^ueen of
altered the fortunes of
uncomfortable than
« little less un
a
was
prison
Possibly one
wishes to deal
arc«
if a dramatist
-n
^nt it
Sut
all.
was
that
another;
eve.
a.e
n.ne.en
..o.e
e.eo.Uon.
Ba.
.ust .e dealt «tn.
tHe.
.»e.ow
a.out t.e„-.
„„e

W

1.

...

...
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a young woman when she met her death.

Eax-ffcH Anderson

chooses to allow the years with their unhappy ending to
very beginning
hang an ominous shadow over Hary as, at the
curtain falls.
of her imprisonment, his final

John St.

shows an -imprisoned
John's play, on the other hand, which
vacillating Norfolk who
Kary, aggressive only through a
of the fourth act, gives
gets himself killed in the middle
clutching at straws. James
all too clearly an impression of
the five acts "endurable
Boaden says that the last scene makes
I^.S.Shaler. who spends five acts
though never popular.-^'
of the nineteen years,
describing in some detail the events

play.
has written a rather tiresome

toy»s story

heroine was a
is undra^atic because the
Personally.

glorious failure.
failure and not a particulax-ly
of
independent; still, l^ecause
plucky,
courageous,
was
Maxy
actions were
she was placed, her
which
in
circumstances
the
^en during the period
people.
often controlled by other
power, her French
the zenith of her
that I suggested marked
the
to her by her uncle,
policy was largely dictated
affairs went merrily on
Scottish
Lorraine;''
Cardinal of
met without
a packed Parliament
1560,
in
her.
without
doctrxne
adopted the Protestant
formally
summons,
Mary's
of the
the celebration
that
declared
ror Scotland a.d
1. Boaden. P'^se
I,
2, Henderson
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I5ass

would be punishable by death.

Her sovereignty

during her first years in Scotland is open to question.

Not everyone agrees with Parry that "it was known in every
in the
court in Europe that in 1562, Mary was a mere puppet
It is certain, however, that it was
hands of others.""
Stuart
not the Queen's coiniDand but the sword of Lord James

Mass in the
that made possible the celebration of the

Queen's chapel on a certain Sunday soon after
in Scotland,

*

J-iary's

arrival

It is certain also that the queen could be

as she was
made virtually a prisoner in her own palace
It seems also to be fairly
after the Riccio conspiracy.
punished the murderers
well agreed that Mary could not have
"the
even had she wished to do so, because
of Darnley,

this deed ruled
powerful group of nobles who encompassed
admittedly under
From then on, of course, she was

all."^*

the control of others.

.

She was unable to keep her throne,

person or any country to her
and she was unable to rally an^
Had she died a natural
cause to regain her sovereignty.
to France and become a
death in prison, or had she escaped
think,
held much^less interest, I
nun. her story would have
*
By the manner of her
alike,
for drai^atist and biographer
Catholic martyr a^d a tragic
death, she became at once a
a^e,
ends with the executioner's
story
the
if
But
heroine.
1. Henderson, 1,128-129
2. Parry, p. 91
3. i^orman, p. 41
4. Ibid, p. 319

p^mJJi^y with

dealt
particularly studied have
£?y'si:p?isonment and death.
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Hary is still a defeated woman.

The dramatist must suggest

that her victory over Elizabeth is still to come.

As Banks's

Mary expresses it:
"And thy tormented soul with envy burst
To see thy crown on Mary's issue shine
And 3ngland flourish with a race of mine,"
IV, 1.442)
{

or as Maxwell Anderson more beautifully expressed, its
"Win now - take your triumph now
^or 1*11 win men's hearts in the end - though the

sifting takes
This hundred years - or a thousand,"
(

III,

)

Contrast this with Drinkwater's Mary who, still at the height
of her Toower, is heard to say,

**

I

shall lose

.

,

Doom is

.

1.

coming
thrie

,

.

woman

Indeed,

shall make a good end. That is all,"

,

I

,

by her own admission, is^destroyed by base and
2,

little lovers,"
6.

LACK 0? A HERO

Mary Stuart's story is that of a heroine without a hero,
a serious enough difficulty in

sjiy

love story,

Cleopatra

was loved by Mark Antony and Julius Caesar; for Mary Stuart
there were Darnley and Bothwell, and it may be seriously

doubted whether either one of them really loved her.

In

her
the words of Miss Bowen: "Neither her rank, her family,
state,
sex, her youth, nor her beauty, nor her unprotected

man an
nor her kind pretty ways roused in the breast of one

unwavering loyalty, a wholehearted desire to protect and
42-44
1. Drinkwater, Mary Stuart , pp.
2, Ibid, p. 41

-
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cherish this alluring and lovely girl.

with

when) she came in

Every powerful man

contact used her for his own ends of

ambition, of self seeking, of greed, of malice; those willing
to risk their fortunes for her, even to die for her wteie

humble folk like 'Millie Douglas and even of these there were
not many.

However potent her fascinations may have been,

man of
they were not potent enough to induce one powerful
As
her own caste to forsake his own interest for hers."

idealizing
we have seen, Banks obviated this difficulty by
by whitening
Norfolk, Schiller by inventing Mortimer, Anderson
be a
scutcheon of the Earl of Bothwell, that he might
the

worthy lover even for such a queen,

John St. John, oA the

of the Earl of Norfolk
other hand, offers an untouched picture
stays close to history
with sorry results. Gordon Daviot also
rather contemptible
with a Darnley of ephemeral charm and a
suggested, also fails to
Bothwell. Drinkwater, as I have

provide a hero.

None of these plays were particularly

successful.

CONCLUSION
more than an
Mary Stuart's story, then, is no

inspiration to a dramatist.

It appears, on the surface to

but unless a playwright
excellent dramatic material,,
he
deal with its weaknesses,
trusts to his own invention to
In spite of this, Mary's
will be sadly disappointed.

l>e

103-104
1, Bowen, pp.

"
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compelling personality seems still to intrigue dramatist
and playgoer ali^^e.

The drama alone would seein to justify

Mary*s cryptic motto: "En ma fin est ma commencement.

la.

Wharton,
Kipka lists an unfinishes play by PMlip, Duke of

lines remain:
(1699-1731) of which only the following four
"Sure ^ere I free and Norfolk were a prisoner
I'd fly with more impatience to his arms
serpent
Than the poor Israelite gazed on the
1.
look.
every
of
reward
the
When life was

Wortley Montague, has
The epilogue, written hy Lady Mary

been published among her poems.
The following plays listed by Kipka
to find:

I

hare been unable

an Historical
Mary Deverell, Mary, aueen of Scots,
play,
Genest describes this as «a poor
Tragedy. 1792.
*
It was never
particularly in point of language."
specimen" of
A "short but perhaps sufficient
acted.^'

the lady's poetry follows:
I 've long since reached
Mary. "Earth's summit of Joy each state I
aueen Mary:
queen
misery chained,
5,
retrospect."

ThoisaB Franoklin, Bary.

This

4ueen of SootB, 1770.

announced but never acted. It
play was many times
when it was published
remined in manuscript until 1837.
Wlllla.
author. Lieutenant Colonel
the
of
son
eldest
the
6.

^rancklin.
of Darnlex, 1814.
William Sotheby. The Death

is not listed by
ISlss

Mcoll

or Genest.

Stuart
Elizabeth Wright Macauley. MSiX

London. 1823.
dramatic representation,

listed by Nicoll.
Drajnatica, 111,24
1. Biographia
2,

t
I;

Genest X,201

g"ta?Ala'Samatica. IH.PA

Set. Nat. Biog..

This

XX, 182ff.

a
,

This is not

2a.
Jlwry Haweel. Kitf ord,

In Snglish draaBatic verse.
T-ondon, 1B31.

X4.eted

Hary , Qaeen

3oot8. a noana

I« Xyramtio Scenes and other Poesg

Hicoll; apparentljf not intended

to be staged.

Vlol«t ?ane, Anthony BabimTton . Lemdon, 1876.
DaYid Rtccto sol other PXaya . by the author of CJinevra,

Charles Suliand, Sllzabeth

fif

Iraaland . a drania in f 1t«

Printed In the *?if«8hire Journal Office," 1883.

aets,

M. ^ainn, Marj . ^ucen

Umdm,

Scots, a traged/ in three acts.

1B84.

Eajor acnersl John '^atts D« Poster. SotHweU. an hietorioa
drsera.

Ss«r

Tork. 1885.

Robert Blake, Eary. ^uecn j£ SSSlS. » tragedjr in three
€USts.
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